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HOMOTOPY OPERATIONS UNDER A FLXED SPACE
BY

D. E. KRUSE AND J. F. MCCLENDON

Abstract. The problem of classifying extensions of a function up to relative
homotopy leads in a natural way to the homotopy operations of the title.

The operations, stable and unstable, primary and higher order, are defined

and studied. Some specific applications are worked out.

Let/: A -» Y be a map of topological spaces and X d A. If g, g': X -» Y

both extend/then they are homo topic relative to A if there is a homotopy H:

X X /-> F with H0 = g, Hx = g' and H(a, t) = fa all a E A. Let [X, YY
(or [X, Y]4^) denote the set of equivalence classes, which is nonempty if and

only if / actually extends. We are ultimately interested in studying this set,

especially in a situation where X is known and certain properties of Y are

given (e.g. vanishing of some Whitehead products). Certain homotopy

operations arise in a natural way in this problem and the main purpose of this

paper is to define these operations and develop their properties. In the last

section we do state, without proof, two special cases of a general theorem

about [X, Y]4. We use the operations to compute answers in special cases.

Operations can always be thought of as spectral sequence differentials, so the

paper could be viewed as a study of differentials from spectral sequences

naturally associated with [X, Y^-however we do not take that view here.

In §0 we make a few observations of a categorical nature. These provide a

little perspective for twisted operations and may be of interest to someone

wishing to work in a different category, or even categorically. In §1 we give

notation and geometric definitions. §2 treats a suspension operation. §§3, 4

and 5 treat primary and secondary twisted operations. §6 gives the applica-

tions mentioned above.

0. General comments. Suppose G, G' and & are categories and /?: G' -> G a

fixed functor. Think of 6 as a known smaller category and G' a larger, less

known, category. We want to investigate H: G' -» &. Note that if F: G -» &

we get F': <2'-> fl, F'(Z) = F(ßZ), and if 9: F'-*G' is a natural trans-

formation of such functors we have 9: F(ßZ) -> G(ßZ). So 9 can be viewed

as a twisted natural transformation from F to G. Ideally we would like a

filtration for H(Z) with quotients of the form F'n(Z) = F„(ßZ) (since these
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are more known)-next best is to get quotients in terms of kernels and

cokernels of twisted operations defined on these functors. This is what we do

in the present paper (see §6). To be slightly more specific use 77 (Z) =

Hom'(F, Z), F E Q'. Suppose ß has an adjoint a and the filtration gives

quotients in terms of Hom'(aF„, Z), Tn E Q. Then the quotients are in terms

of Hom(F„, ßZ) and these are the F„'s.

Let G be any category and C E Q. Then we can form 6' = Q (C -» 0) =

all pairs (X, x), x: C-» X. If 6 has sums then we can form X + C and

(C^>X + C) is an object in <2'. Let a: C^C, ctX = (C^>X + C), ß:

C -+C, ß the forgetful functor. Then the description above applies.

For simplicity's sake we work only with Q = Top(*) (or pairs) and F„ =

S". However, much of what is done can easily be done in terms of natural

transformations of functors (as above), especially representable covariant

functors-more can be done in terms of G (C -» 0)- and virtually everything

carries over to functors [2(A", A), (Y, B)]- e.g. to homotopy with coefficients.

Even in the case C = point, the untwisted case, our treatment of homotopy

operations is somewhat different from the usual treatments.

1. Terminology and some properties of 2. In this section we give the basic

geometric definitions that we will use, both for the topological category, and

the related category Top(C -> D). By making even the elementary defmitions

explicit we hope to avoid ambiguities, particularly in regard to sign. Proofs

are not difficult and most will be omitted.

For simplicity we will assume at the outset that all spaces have base points.

KUX = X X I/X X 0 and 2„Ar » KJi/X X 1 are the unreduced cone and

suspension of the space X. KX = KJÍ/* X I and 2X = 2UX/* X I are the

reduced cone and suspension of X. r = r(X): (K^X, X) -> (KX, X) is the

natural projection with r = r(X): (KX, X) -» (I^X, X) a fixed pointed ho-

motopy inverse. (Whenever r is used, assume the base point of X is nondegen-

erate.) 5 = s(X): ~2,UX -» "ZX and s are similarly defined (s defined

using r). cu(X): (K.X, X) -> (2^, *), c(X): (KX, X) -+ (EX, *) are the

natural quotient maps KJ~X, K+X c 2„Ar are the images of X X [0, \],

X X[\,l] respectively and i~: K^X-^K'X is defined from (x, t)-*

(x,t/2) and /+: I^X-^K^X from (x, /) -» (x, 1 - t/2). The reduced

constructions are done similarly./: A"-> Y gives

(KX,X)     %     (KY,Y)

le lc

(2A>)      %     ÇZY,*)

and similarly for A^, C„ and 2„. Also rcu = cr, cur ~ re.

Define E" = {x E R"| |x| < 1},  S"~x = {x E R"| |x| = 1), au = au(n):
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(f^S"'1, S"~x) -»(£", S"~x), au(x, t) = tx, a„ is a homeomorphism. a =

a(n) = au(n)f: (KS"~X, S"~x) -> (En, S"~x), a homotopy equivalence.

Let En+ = {xE S"\Xn+x > 0), En_ = {xE S"\xn+X < 0), ir+: E\-*En,

ir_: El -» E" the projections. Define eu - eu(n + 1): 2„S" -> S"+1 by t?„ =

•nl'aJl1 U ttZV:1: 2„S"' = K^S" U A^S"-»^*1 u E"_+x = Sn+X,
and t? = e(n + 1): 25" -> S"+x, e = eur, so e is a pointed homotopy equiva-

lence (25" and S"+x are actually homeomorphic-but we ignore this). Now

define cu: (En, S"-X)^>(S", *) by cu = eucu(Sn~x)a-x. Note that the

following diagram is homotopy commutative

(KS",Sp)     ^    (E"+l,Sp)

ic(S") icu(p + I)

çzs", *)     U    (sp+x, *)

Now for/: Sp -* S" define sf: S'+x -> Sn+X, kf: (F/+1, Sp) -» (Fn+1, S") by

25p 2/

5p+

e(p + l)

-»•SS" (KS', 5P)

efw + l) a(p + l)

-+ (Â-S", S")

a(« + 1)

?n + l A/(ff"+1, Sp)—?■-■+ (F"+1, S")

Thus the following diagram is homotopy commutative

{EP+X,SP)     %■    iEn+l,S")

(S>+,,<»)       £      (Sn+1,*)

If /: X-> Y¡ then /= (/„ ...,/,): X-> 7, X • • • X Yn sends x to

C/ito. • • • ./„(*))• If g: *i -» F then g = <g„ ..., &> *, V • • V XH -* Y,
g restricted to X¡ is g¡.

We will follow [J. H. C. Whitehead, 15, §4] and use an axiomatic boundary

operator until we explicitly state otherwise. All spaces, maps, pairs, etc. are

base pointed. The base point of S"~x and E" is (1, 0,..., 0). [(F, Q), (A-, A)]

is the set of base pointed homotopy classes of maps from (F, Q) to iX, A).

irniX,A)=[iE",S"-x),iX,A)],

iTniX) = vniX,*)=[iE'>,S»-x),iX,*)].

A homotopy boundary operator is a sequence 9= (3„ 92,... ) of natural

transformations of functors such that the homotopy sequence of each pair is

exact.
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\,+I-[id]E».+1(£"+,,S"),

ft.-a^.e^S»)   note3[F]=(F]5")+pn.

The suspension 2: ^(A-)-» ?rn+,(2A') is defined by

2- Ctd-x:vn(X)^w„+l(KX,X)->«„+lÇ2X).

1.1 Lemma. (2/)+(2h>) = 2(/,w).

We have 2: ■jk_1(S*""I)->wft(S*). Choose At: 25,*_1^S* such that

Ä*2(p*-i) = Pa- Consider now c„„ p„.: trn(E", S/I~1)-»7r„(S"'). Both are

isomorphic so they differ by +1 or — 1. We define «: {1, 2,...}-»{ +1,

- 1}, u = u(d), by (p„)* = M(n)(c„)+ or p» ~ i7(«)c„, c„ ~ u(n)p„. Here «(«):

5" -> S" is a map of degree «(«).

1.2 Lemma. hk = ¿7(&)e*(A:).

Now define E - (p^,)^"1: ^(5")^^+.(^+I).

^(S^W^1.^)-»^.^')-

1.3 Lemma, (a)/: 5m -» Sp, E(f^a) = u(m + l)u(p + l)s(f)tE(a)

(b) E = (Ap+,)<12 (ío F w//7 often be written as 2).

In the following lemma,*: [Sp~x, S"-1]-*[(E", S"'1), (En, S"~x)] is used

as in the diagrams several paragraphs above.

1.4 Lemma. 9: <rrp(En, S"~x)^ irp.x(S"-x), 3 (*(/!*_») - a.

Now define ir'n(X) = [S", X] and note the isomorphism

p*n: K(X) =[S",X] ->[(E», S"-x ), (X, .)] = «„(X).

1.5 Lemma. (1)/: X-+ Y,f,: <(A")-+ <(7). Thenf^g] = [fg].
(2) Consider

«„(A)
u

VÎ

**„(*)-

tf

7 ä

-^ ^„(A-, ¿)-► Itn.iiA)

M*

7r;W --*-*<(*) ---> 7T„(Z,yI) --3-> 7r;_x(^)

wAere /'*, /„ ana" 3' are defined by the diagram. By (1) i'Jg] = [ig]. Also

8'[F] = [F|S"-'],/*[Ä] = [/°AoJ[ln].

We will frequently identify 7r„(X) and ir'„(X). The identification will always

be by means of p* and the '"" will be omitted.

We recall from [9, pp. 191-199] that if u: C->7> is a morphism in a

category T then there is a category T(u: C-»Z>). The objects are triples
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{X, x, x) where x: C^*X, x: X -» D and xx = u. Morphisms are F

morphisms /: X -» F such that fx=y and yf = x. If u = id: C-*C write

TiC) for F(m). Here F will be Top(*) = the category of pointed spaces and

maps and we will need only

Top(C) = Top(id: C->C)   and Topc - Top(C-^ *).

In this section we will work only with Top(C). All of the usual homotopy

constructions of Top(*) can be carried out in Top(C) (see [9, §§IL3, II.4]).

We will denote the cone and suspension functors of Top(C) by K and 2.

Thus KX = X X I/R where R is the equivalence relations generated by

{x, 0) ~ ixx{x), 0), xEX, and (x(c), /) ~ (x(c), t') for c E C,T,X = KX/S

where S is the equivalence relation generated by (x, 1) ~ (xxx, 1).

1.6 Definition. Let Y E Top(C). Define 2: irn(Y, C) -> irn+x(%Y, C) by

2 = k,ö-\(Y,C)^*n+x(KY,Y)^wn+xßY,C).

Here k is the quotient map, 9 is the boundary homomorphism of the triple

KY, Y, C. It is an isomorphism since ir¡(KY, C) = 0 for all i.

2 is related to the suspension for maps in Top C (see [7], [8]) but the

present formulation suffices for the results of this paper. 2 is clearly natural

for maps of Top(C). In order to state a composition theorem for 2 we define

2:*/£>, S"-1) -* vJ+l(E>+l, Sp) by

ir¿(EP,SP-x)-->7r/+1(Fp+1,5")

3^ 3=*

v.^iSP-i)-^-► nfSP)

1.7Theorem. 2(y ° «) = (2>) ° (2w),y £ vp(Y, C), u E irniEp, S"~l).

We will discuss Top(C) homotopy operations later. Since m in 1.7 can be

viewed as a Top(*) homotopy operation we can now state:

1.8 Corollary. Let T be a stable relative homotopy operation for Top*.

Then 2r = T2 (i.e. 2T( Y, C) = T(2 Y, C) 2: *„(/, C)-»7r„+1(2V, C))
provided that Y £ Top(C).

1.9 Theorem. Suppose Y £ Top(C) and y: C^>Y a_cofibration in Top.

Suppose iTgiY, C) = 0, q < n. Then 2: v^Y, C) -> irf+I(2y, C) is isomorphic

for q < 2n, epimorphic for q < 2« + 1.

Proof. This follows from the homotopy excision theorem (Blakers and

Massey [3] or Spanier [12]) just as forjhe case c = *.

More generally one can define 2: irqiY, y0)-»7r?+I(2F, 2,Y¿) (e.g. by
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using triad groups-or other ways) for (Y, Y0) E Top(C). Assume Y0c Y a.

Top(C) cofibration and y: C-> 70 a Top cofibration. Assume (Y, Y¿) n-

connected and (Y0, C) m-connected and get 2 isomorphic for q < n +

min(n, m) and epimorphic for q < n + min(«, m) + 1.

Note that 2(C V Z) = C V 2Z. Also we have

(lVA„+.)^^(CVS",C)^%1(CV2S»)C)^)rJ>l(CV5"+,,C)

and this composition_will often be written simply as 2. If i = n we have

2('2)f>! ■* h*h+\ or 2/2.trt = i2'i„+\ (depending on whether irn(Sn) is viewed

as [(£", Sn~x),(S", *)] or as [Sn, Sn], i„ = [id]). Usually we will write simply

2/i», = Mn+iOr2tn = tfl+,.

1.10 Corollary. 2: tt¡(C V S", C) -> 7r,+,(C V Sn+X, C) is isomorphic for

i < 2n — 2 and epimorphic for i < 2« — 1.

2. Further properties of 2. In this section we prove a theorem relating 2 and

the Whitehead product. We then use 2 to give a proof of a theorem of Barcus

and Barrât.

It will be convenient here to change the domain of 2. Let Y E Top(C). We

have

0^„(C)¿ TTn(Y) ̂ TT„(Y,C)-*0
y.

Here v is the injection defined by vu' = u where j\u = u' andy^u = 0. Then

ZjKer (yj is an isomorphism of Kery,, and 7T„(Y, C). Here is a diagram

displaying both versions of 2.

n„Y *n + i(SiO

u u

Ker(y *)-► Ker(y*)

/*= ""-^3i v =

itn{Y, O ^—— nn+l{KY, Y)-^ nn+l(ZY, C)

Note  that   3,:   irn+x(KY, Y)-^ wn(Y)  has  image   Ker  (y„)  and  that

3 _1 o O'JKer (yj) = 3,_1. Theorem 1.7 is now valid for u E 7rn(Sp) also.

For the rest of this section we will use the boundary operator used by J. H.

C. Whitehead [15] and Blakers and Massey [4]. Recall from [4, p. 303] that

there is a natural pairing, the relative Whitehead product,

7Tp(A) X TTq(X,A)-^TTp+q_x(X,A),       (a,ß)-*[cx,ß]
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such that

(1) 3 [a, ß] = (- iy-][a, dß] (the absolute product),

(2) /*[/»«, ß] = [aj+ß] where im: tr^A) -h> -nJJX) and /„: <ir¿X) ->

«¿X,A).

2.1_Theorem. Let Y £ Top (Ç), a_E-np{Y) and u E Ker (j?,) c ^(F).

7fe« 2[a, «] = (- ly-'Lv». 2m], 2[«, a] = -[2u,yJ^a].

Proof. Select w such that u = dxw, k+w = v', vv' = v = 2« (see diagram).

Let it? = [a, w] £ iTp+qiKY, Y). Then

dw = {-l)p-l[a,w]   so3((-lf_1w)=[a,9w]=[c,M].

Also k*((-iy-xw) = (-ly-^Ja, w] =_(-iy-x[k^a, k,w] but k*a = yta

so last »(-ir'b>4 Thus 2[a, u] = v(-iy-x[yta, v']. But

j\UJ*a, 2p] = [j^aJ^S«] (use j? for i in (2) above) = [y^a,j\v] =

[y^a, v'] andyjiyj*a, 2w] = [y+aJ+Zu] = 0. Thus

K-ir-i[^>,tJ']-(-ir,[7»,2«]

which proves the first part.

The second part follows from the formula for absolute products [u, a] =

i-\y[a,u].

2.2 Corollary. Let Y £ Top(C), a £ np{Y), and u £ Ker;?„ c tt?(F).

Lt?r u be a multiple Whitehead product built up using only a and u such that u

appears at least once (e.g. [[[a, «], a], [a, a]]). Then

il)y^tc = Oso 2co is defined.

(2) If u appears twice then 2w = 0.

Proof. (1) y,[w', w"] = [y*w',y+w"] gives (1). (2) Let w = [w', w"\ where

w has length n and w', w" have length < n. In Case 1, u appears in both w'

and w". By (1) y^w" = 0 so the theorem can be applied yielding 2w =

±[yj>*w', 2w"]. By (1) y^w' = 0 yielding 2vv = 0. In Case 2, u does not

appear in w', so u appears at least twice_in vv". By il)y*w" = 0 so 2.1 can be

applied. By induction 2vv" = 0 giving 2vv = 0. In Case 3, u does not appear

in w", result follows as in Case 2.

Our next result is a proof of a theorem of Barcus and Barrât [1]. On the one

hand, this illustrates the usefulness of 2, on the other hand, we will need

special cases of the formula later. Before stating the theorem we recall some

notations from Hilton [6] and Barcus and Barrât [1]. If a, ß £ ttJ(X), we

have certain (chosen and fixed) basic Whitehead productspk = pkia, ß) (e.g.,

p, = a,p2 = ß,p3 = [a, ß],p4 = [a, [a, ß]],p5 = [ß, [a, ß\], etc.). Of these,

the only ones which contain exactly one ß are the ok's, where ok = ok{a, ß),

°-i - ß, ok = [«> o*-il (= [<*[«[ • • • [«» ß] • * • ]]])• Hilton [6] proves
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{a + ß)y=   2  Pi+Miy)
i = -2

where H¡(y) E tt^S"), q - q(i), H_2(y) = H_x(y) = y. The 77/s are

homomorphisms and the one corresponding to ok is defined to be Bk, so all

terms okBk(y) occur in the sum.

2.3 Theorem (Barcus and Barrât [1]). a e irm(X), ß E it„(X), y E
7Tq(Sm), m,n>l,

[aoy,ß]=   f  B(j)oJ+l2»-xBj(y),   £(/) = (-l)5,
7—1

8 = n(q + m) + (n + T)(m + l)(j + 1).

Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for X = Sm V S", and the natural

inclusions a = im, ß = t„. Two elementary facts are t, • 8 = [t„ 5] + 8, (t, •

lm) ° "Y — h' ilm ° i) where "•" denotes the action of ttx on m^. Applying the

first twice and substituting in the second gives ([ix, im] + tm)y = [t,, tmy] +

tmy. Applying the above formula of Hilton gives, after cancellation and

skew-commuting,

(-l?)[<m-M.]=   2  ((-l)MFi+4)^(7),
< = -i

where we define p~+4 = pi+3(im, [im, t,])- If P1+3 = fy thenp;+4 = o-;+1(im, t,).

Now apply 2"-1, C — Sm. By 2.2 all p's except cr's become zero and by 2.1

2"_ Vi(W '«) = «>j+x(h»> Uz - (- 1)S>      * - (» - !)(/' + 2)(" - 1).

This gives

(-l)V[imy,tß]=   2  i-\Tz'oj+xBj{y)
7—1

where  z' = (-1)8, Ö = (a - l)(/i - 1). Now (-l)V(-l)mz = e(J) so the

theorem follows.

Note on signs. The sign in 2.3 differs from that in [1] but this is due to

different sign conventions. For simplicity take y to be a suspension so that 2.3
says [a - y, ß] = (-l)«n+m\a, ß]2"-xy, or [ß, a ° y] = [ß, a]2"-xy.

According to [16, pp. 7, 8], a change in orientation will change this formula

for 3 reasons: (1) Whitehead product, (2) composition, (3) suspension. If we

use the formula in [16, p. 6], 3„'+, = (— l)"3n+,, and make the corresponding

changes in 1, 2 and 3, then the above formula transforms to the Barcus-Barrat

version.

Let (A", A) E Top (C). Define X//A = X/R where R is the equivalence

relation generated by a ~ xa, a E A, xa E C c A". There is a natural Top

(C) map k: (X, A) -» (X//A, C). Define
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T = ok;x: ir-,iX//A, C) «- «¿X, A) -* ^_X{A, C).

Note that if (X, A) = (AT, Y) then F = 2_1. Assume now that iX, A) is a

relative CW complex. Then the homotopy excision theorem implies that if

iX,A) is «-connected and iX,C) is /«-connected then k+: ir¡iX,A)^*

TtjiXf/A, C) is isomorphic for / < m + n and epimorphic for i < m + n +

1. Thus if / < m + «, F is a genuine homomorphism and if i = m + n + I,

F is an everywhere defined additive relation. Consider the following sequence

(2.4)    ... _> „¿Af c) J> v¿Xt c) _; m.(XflA, C) -m,_x(A, C) -►.

Each term is acted on by ttJiC), cz = [c, z\. It is a sequence of trJiC)

modules (or -¿^(C^-modules where A(7r^C) is the universal enveloping

algebra) in the sense that /, and k+ preserve the action and T(cz) =

(-l)q~xcT(z) where degc = q. The sequence is obtained from the exact

sequence of (X, A, C), so it is exact at terms of the form ^¡(Xf/A, C),

tt¡(A, C) and Im i¿ c Ker k¿ always. The above mentioned conditions on kt

prove the following theorem.

2.5 Theorem. Suppose iX, A) n-connected, {A, C) m-connected, N = n + m

+ 1. Then the above sequence is an exact sequence ofir^iC) modules after the

term nN{X, C). All T's except possibly the first are homomorphisms and the

first is an everywhere defined additive relation.

Now we will consider a special case. Let F £ Top (C), X £ Top ♦, /:

A"-» F £ Top (*) such thatyf~0 in Top *. Then we have

Kf    -»    Kf//YÍ C\fZX
T T

/ y
X   4     Y    4    c

Kf E Top C since y extends. iKf = Y U/ KX is the ordinary mapping cone

in Top (*).) Consider the sequence

v„(Kf, C) -» • • • tff(y, C) X ^{Kf, C)

(2.6) *. t
-* ir,(C V2X, C) 4 «i.jCr.C)-*•••.

2.7 Theorem. A n-connected, (F, C) m-connected, N = n + m + 2. Then

(2.6) is an exacr sequence of-nJ(C)-modules. All T's except possibly the first are

homomorphisms and the first is an everywhere defined additive relation.

Suppose A- = S^V-V^. F: w^+l(C2X, Q-*v^(Y, C). By
naturality and examination of the case X = S", and the relation of F to 2,

one can show that Tiiin¡ + Tf) 3f^.
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3. Primary homotopy operations in Top (C -» pt).

3.1 Definition, n, p > 1, 9 = {9X: trn(X)-* trp(X)) is called an absolute

C-homotopy operation or a twisted homotopy operation if f.9Y = 9xf^ all/:
X-*Y ETopc.

Mx)
if.

*p(Y)

op' = op'(n,p, C) = all such 9.

Examples. (1) c E ir„(C), 0x(a) = [x„(c), a], the Whitehead product. It is

a C-homotopy operation since (f*9x)(a) = /Jx^c, a] = [f.x.c, /,a]

(naturality of the Whitehead product) = [y^c,f^a] (since/ E Top (C-»pt))

= Oy(f,a) = (0r/,)(a).
(2) Any ordinary (C = pt) homotopy operation. More generally if 9' is a

C0-homotopy operation and c: C0->C is a given fixed map then 9'

determines a unique C-homotopy operations 9 by 9X = 9X since any C-map is

a C0-map. Ordinary homotopy operations are pt-homotopy operations and

the given map pt-*C (recall that C E Top (pt)) makes them C-homotopy

operations.

(3) Constant homotopy operations. Let c E tt„(C). Define 9x(a) = x,(c)

for all a. Then 9 is a C-homotopy operation. These operations are trouble-

some and we will eliminate them below.

(4) Let e E ttp(C V S"). Define c E op'(n,p, C) by ¿¿-(a) = <x, a>e.

S'A CVS"  ^   A".

(5) 0, 9' E op', 0 + 9' E op' if (0 + 9')x(a) = 9x(a) + 9x(a). In fact op'
is a group, abelian if p > 2. The constant operations form a subgroup.

3.2 Definition, op = op(w,p, C) = ker(£) where f : op'(n,p, c) -» 7rp(C) is

the homomorphism defined by f (f?) = 0C(O).

We can also define o: ttp(C) -» op' by ^(^¿-(x) = x„,(c), all X, all x. Then

fo = id and if p > 2 then op' is the direct sum of op and irp(C). We wish to

have other representations of op.

(3.2b) op, = op,(n,p, C) = all 9, 9 = {9X: irn(X) -> irp(X, C)} such that

/A = erf* f°r / G ToPc- (Here irp(X, C) is irp(X, C) where X is the
mapping cylinder of x.)

(3.2c) op2 = op2(«,p, C) = all 9, 9X: irn(X, C)->irp(X, C) for X E Top

(C) mdfjx = fV„ for A" E Top (C).
(3.2d) op3 = op3(w,p, C) = op'(n,p, C)/R where 7? is the equivalence

«ni*)

if.

*niY)
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relation defined by 9R0' if 9 and 9' differ by a constant operation (so op3 is

the quotient group if p > 2).

Let 9 £ op. Define 9X £ op, by 9X =j\i9), /*: trp(X)^nrp(X, C). For

9X E op, define 92 E op2 by 92 = 9xv

0-> 77,(C) ¿ v,iX) U w,iX, C) -»0      r = ^, A £ Top (C).

Let X £ Topc. Define X £ Top (C) and u: X-» X £ Topc by X = C V

A, »,:_C-»CV^. »i: CVA'^C. u = (x, id>. We also have i = i2:

A -» X E Top(*), «i = id, w* sends Ker i+ onto -nnX. Also/: A" -» F E Topc

gives

/

where/= 1 V/

Now let T E op2. Define T' by F = u^pTg^i^. The comments above on X

show that T' is in op. Finally, define op -» op3 by op c op' -» op3.

3.3 Theorem, op = op, = op2 = op3.

Proof. It is not hard to check that the above defined maps are
isomorphisms.

We will work with Top2 (C -» pt) = all tuples iX, X0, x) with x: C -> *„,
but we will write {X, X¿) £ Topc.

3.4 Definition, rel-op = rel-op(«,p, C) = all 9,9 = {9XX(¡: m„iX, X¿)->

mp{X, X0)) where/^, x¿) = 9tYt rJ, for/: (X, XQ) -> (F, F0) °E Topc.
Note that 9 E rel-op implies 90 = 0 since x: (C, C)-^^, X0) E Topc

and 00 = 9xjd = x+90 = xj) = 0. We will define three functions:

rel-op(«,p, C) 4 op(«,p, C),

rel-op(n,p, C) -» op(« - l,p - 1, C),   6 bijection,

op(«,p, C) 4 op(« + l,p + 1, C),   s = rb~x.

First rel-op(n,p, C)-»r' op2(n,p, C) s op(n,p, C) where the map is irx9)x

= 9XC for A £ Top (C) so (rö)^ = utv9XtCjtit. The following theorem is
not difficult.

3.5 Theorem, (a) iX, X0) £ Topc. Then the following diagram is commuta-
tive
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<TTn(X) ->        TTn{X,X0)

irO le

irp(X)      4     <ttp(X,X0)

(b) r9 is characterized by the property in (a).

Now let 9 E rel - op(«, p, C). Define (¿0)* = 30^*3 " ' for X E Topc

A" E Topc so (7CV, A") £ Topc. 60 is clearly natural and 00 = 0 implies b9 is

in ker(£) = op.

3.6 Theorem, (a) (A", X0) E Topc. Then the following diagram is commuta-

tive

g
^„(A'.A'o)      ->     î7„_,(A'0)

ie ibe

irp{X,X0)     ->     ir,_i(*o)

(b) ¿0 is characterized by the property in (a).

Proof, (b) is clear. For (a) note first that if Y E Top (C) we have

-i-i(r)   «-   ».(*y.y)    -»   ^(A-r.y)    -»    »,_,(?)

Il T T II
».-lin   «-  ».(irr, y)   -*  ^(Âr, y)   -»  «¡,_,(/ry)

so the result is true for (AT, A"0) = (AT, Y) any y E Top C. But if x E

7rn(A", A'o) we can find Y E Top C,

w:(7?y,y)-^(A',A-0)ETopc,   ^G^yj),   «*y = x

specifically (AT, 7) = (C\/ AS*-1, C V S""1), " = <*, x) work where x

represents   x.   Then   (60)3x = (60)3»^ = u^(b9)Ydy = M*30(^,n y

= M(x,x0)u*y =3^-

Let  (A-, A"0) E Topc.  Define  g = Q(X, X0) by  Q = {w E X'\w(0) £

x(C), w(l) E A'o). Then Q -» C, w -> w(0) is a Top * fibration with fiber

F = F(A-, A'o) = {wE X'\w(0) = », w(l) E A'o}

and cross section

o: C -* Q, o(c) = cl = constant path at c.

The correspondence (A", A"0) -» (F -» g ♦=* C) is functorial. It is well known

that adjointness gives irn(X, X0) s w„_x(P) and that this is natural. Here we

also have
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i

0    -h>    <ir¿P)      4     *J(Q)     *±     w¿C) -»    0

K
0    -»    tr^C)     fe*     v,(ß)     -»    7r*(ß,C)     -*    0.

Thus/J+: ^(F) -» TTkiQ, C) is an isomorphism, natural in iX,X¿). So,

77,,(Ä", X0) es ir„-i{Q, C) and this is natural also.

Now define c: op(« — l,p - 1, C) = op2(« - l,p - 1, C)-» rel-op

in, p, C) by ci9) = T

vn{X,X0) a 77n_,(C2, C) S »,_,(& C) « »,(*, X0).
i-»

rx.Xo

3.7 Theorem, c = b~x.

Proof. This is most easily proven by using Theorem 3.10 below.

We can now define i = rb~x: op(«,p, C)-»op(« + l,p + 1, C)i

3.8 Theorem, (a) Let X £ Top(C). Then the following diagram is commuta-

tive

trn{X,C)     ^    Tn+1(2Jf,C)

ie iso

trpiX,C)      ^     irp+xiZX,C)

(b) s9 is characterized by the property in (a).

3.9 Definition.

v':mpiC\/Sn)-±op'in,p, C),

v:<ïïp{CVS",C)^opin,p,C),

v. vp(C VE",C\/ Sn~x ) ->rel-op(«,p, C).

iv'e)xia) = (x, a}e. Let it: C V S"-> C be the projection, v\Ker ir^) c

Ker f so v defined by wpiC V S", C) = ker tt, -»*' Ker £ = op. ive\x xj(a)

= (x, a>£. Note that if Je: C -» A0 and w: iA, A0) -* {X, A"0), then

(x,wy.iCVA,CVA0)^{X,X0).

3.10 Theorem, (a) v', v, v are bijections and isomorphisms when the sets are

groups.

(b) v'-\9) = 9cys„{in), v-\9) = 0(CV5».c)(mJ where 9 £ op2, v~\9) =

"C\ZE",C\/S"-'(£n)-

Proof. Simply adapt the usual categorical proof about natural transfor-

mations of representable functors, e.g., B. Mitchel, Theory of categories, (p.

97, Lemma 2.1) to the present setting.
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3.11 Theorem. Under the bijections of 3.9 the functions r, b, s, correspond to

p„: ttp(C V E", C V S"~x ) -* v,(C V S", C),

3: irp(C \yE",C\/S"-x)^ irp.x(C V Sn~x, C)   bijection,

p,3 -' = 2: ttp(C V S", C) -► ttp+x(C V Sn+X, C).

Proof. Not difficult using 3.5 and 3.6.

4. Stable primary operations.

4.1 Definition, (a) A stable C-homotopy operation of degree q is a family

g = {0") where

(l)q + 2< n< oo,

(2)9"Eov(n,n + q,C),
(3)i0" = 0n+1.

(b) Gq(C) = all stable C-homotopy operations of degree q.

Note that by 1.10 and 3.11, Gq(C) a ir^^C V S«+2, C) a îrfl+9(C V

S", C) for any n > q + 2. There is a composition operation GqX Gk^*Gk+q

defined by 00' = T where T" = 0n+*0"': 7rn -» irn+q+k. They need only be

defined for n > q + k + 2 and then 9'" and 0n+k are defined. G is clearly an

associative graded ring.

Notice that stable homotopy operations act on more than just stable

homotopy. In fact for X E Topc we have

Gq(C)Xmn(X)^TTn+q(X)   allA-,alln>a + 2.

For example (1) c E *r9+,(C), 9nx = (-îyfox], x E irn{X), n > q + 2.

Then 9 E Gq(C). (2) c E tt2(C), r,„ E irn+x(S"), n > 3, 2t,„ = t,„+1. 0"x =
(- l)"[c, x] + tj„x. Then 9 E GX(C).

From §3 we see that s9" = 9n+x iff rb~x9" = 9"+x. So for n > q + 3, 9" is

the restriction of a uniquely determined relative homotopy operation. So we
have for (A", A) E Topc

Gq(C)X,rn(X,A)^TTR+q(X,A)

all n > q + 3 and a commutative ladder:

— itn(A) -> 7tn(X) -> 7T„(A-, A) -* ir„_,(^) -+-► *q+2(p

e e

The ladder can be extended but uniqueness is lost.

By 3.8, condition (3) is equivalent to: for all X E Top (C) the following
diagram is commutative:
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TT„(X, C) -+ <TTn + q(X, C)

|I |2
_ 02+' —

^n + \i^X, C) ^>        V„ + l + qi2X,C)

Let ßj E G (C), deg ß, = bj, 1 < j < w. Write

ß" = (ßx",..., ß: ): 7Tn(X) -> e *n+bj(X),      X E Topc.
j=\      J

Let y+* = S"+b> V ' • • V S"-1-*" so ß": Jn+b-*C V 5" as a map. The

following three results are special cases of results of Kruse [7], [8, Corollary

2.10,2.12a]

4.2. The following sequence is an exact sequence of abelian groups.

© W*) £ *»(*) ^   l*(0").*]C¿-   ©V^l*^  *.+ l(*)

where 5" c C V S" C #(¿8) is ¿ and ¿"is defined by k(f) = (x,/)A:,

A0 ^i    F^CV27

T t
c v sn   3.   c

4.3. There is a homotopy equivalence in Topc, a: K(ßn)-+'2K(ß''~x),

giving a commutative diagram

CVS" -^        *(/?")        ï>    22(CV7"+6_1)

II I« i'
2(CVS"H)     -Ù    2A-(^"-1)     ^    J2(CV/"+i"')

where t interchanges the suspension variables. Here C -» Kß comes from

Cy S" cKß and Kß^C because irxß~0.

4.4. Let g: 7" = S"' V • • V 5^ -» y, y E Top (C), yg ~0, so 2g:
/»+»_> 2 Y. Then for Z E Topc

-C  (2«)*
[2y,z]    ->   ©^(,)(z).

(2g)* is a homomorphism.

5. Stable secondary operations. Let a,, ßj E G(C), deg ay- = a,, deg ßj = fy,

a, + b., = k, 1 < j < w. Assume

(5.1) £ «ft = 0   in Gk(C).

Let   ¿8 = (/?„ . . . , ßj:   „„(A") -* 0 r=i"n+6,W,   * £ Topc,   a -

<a„ ..., «„,>: ©wfl+6y(A') -» ^¿(A') and write 5.1 as aß = 0.
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We will associate to 5.1 an operation $ = {$"} such that

(1) k + 3 < « < oo.

(2) <&"{X): ir„iX)->ir„+k+xiX) is an additive relation, natural for X £

Topc [i.e. /: *-> y, x £ Dom $(*)=>/„* £ Dom $(y) and /*$(*) c

$/*(•*)] and such that

domain($) = Ker(/?) c 7rn(J)[Ker(i8) = fl Ker(#)],

indeterminacy $ = Im a C nn+k+i(X) [im a = +Im a", u = n + bj + l].

(3) X £ Top (C = C), then 20 c (-$2) on ker x, c vn(X).

(4) (X, ̂ ) £ Topc, vniA) -»'• *„ W-V. *„(X, A) 4> «■„_,(>*) -* nn_xiX),
n > k + 3, x £ Dom $ C 7r„(X),/#x = 0. Then/#$A: - ad ~xßi*lx.

5.2 Theorem, (a) There is an operation satisfying (l)-(4).

(b) //" <E> a«ii <£>' both satisfy (l)~v4) /«e« i/We is a primary operation

y 6 G*+ ,(c) JMC« //tai $'" = $" + (-1)"7".

(c) Leti = (-, b„): C V S" c K(ßn) so bn £ Ker(0) c «■„(*£"). Swppase

Í» and $' ra/ijô' (1H4) and for some n0, k + 3 < «0, $(£) = $'(¿0, b = ¿V
FAe?« $ - $'.

Proof. We first construct $. We have $: 5n+^-* C V 5"*, using /?,. £

77^(C V 5", C) s ker 77« c 17,(C V S"). Set /" = Sn+b> V • • • V S"+A" so

that /?: 7" ->• C V 5". The a/s give

a E ir„+Jt(C V /*, C),       a = 2a,.(t(« + bj)).

The sequence J" -* C \/ S" ^> Kß gives an exact sequence (2.6)

77„(C V S", C)-*->777+l(C V2/, C) 4 77,(C V S", C)

-> Vj(Kß, C) -> w/C V 2/, C) -> ...

where N = 2n + b,b = minié,}. We need the portion

t„+*+i(C V 5-, C) -» *n+k+xiKß, C) 4 77n+t+1(C V 27, C)

Í77n+,(CV5n,C)

which is exact since n > k + 2 gives n + fc+l <« + « — l<A/(soFisa

homomorphism). We compute

F(2a) - Fa(2t(« + b, + 1)) - aT() - a(2¿6,) = ajß = 0.

So there is an ä £ ir„+k+xiKß, C) with A^5 = 2a. We can view ä as a map

S"+*+1 -» Kß since ^-(Aft C) ^ ker fc, c «/(Ajo). We want to make the
choice of 5 a little more specific. For n = k + 2 choose ä = ä{k + 2) such

that k*ä = 2a. Now let a: Ki2n+iß)-»2K(2rß) be the homotopy equiva-

lence of 4.3. Define án+I = - a"'25". Then, from 4.3, we see that k+ä" =
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2a for all n. Also for n > k + 3, 5" is a 2 element so by 4.4 gives a

homomorphism in homotopy.

Consider now, f or n > k + 3

v„{X)£ [Kß,X]c*wH+k+l{X)

and define 4>J = ä*b*~x: -„(*)-* *„+*+,(*). Say that Sn+k+l -* A(/?)<-

S" represents <&. O" is clearly natural on Topc and an additive relation since

j* and a* are homomorphisms. The exact sequence 4.2 shows that Dom 3> =

im b* = ker ß. From the same sequence we have

Ind * - â*(Ker b*) - a*(Im k*) = lm(ä*k*) - Im(2a)* = Im a

and this completes the proof of (2). (1) is by definition. Let x E ker x, n

Dom $ c itn(X). Then ßx = Ojmplies /?2x = 2/?x = 0 so 2x E Dom ^x.

It is not hard to show that y E 20x =*y E - 3>2x proving (3).
Now let ¥ = ad ~xßi*x ■ The diagram for * as follows:

i

**+i(X,A)     -*        irn(A) ->v„(X)

iß iß

K
-*      ©«■-+i+%        (X,A) -»     ®TTn+bj(A)

u
J.

-* *n + k+l iX,A)

The indeterminacy from /"' is killed by the final a so Ind ty = Im aj* =

lm(jta) - Ind/^d) and to prove (4) it will suffice to find a common element.

First take (X, A) = (Kß, C V S"), x = b: S" -> Kß. Now kt:

^n+k+iiKß' C V S") -* 7r«+a+i(C V 27, C) is isomorphic so it suffices to
find a common element of kj.$(b) and k^(b). Note 5 E $(6) so 2a E

kJJ>{b) - *,*(*). Also

k^ad~xßi-x(b) D ic^ad-% = a^3->/J = aF-'ß

Ba(®i(n + bj+ l)) = 2a

which proves the result for this case. The general case follows from a

naturality argument. This completes the proof of (a).

Let $ and $' both satisfy (l)-(4)- Let n = £ + 3, â E $(6) and ¿' £ $'(¿>).

From (4) we see that k^a = 2a = k+ä' so a' - à = 6,y' = ¿,„(- IVY in 2.6.

Let x: kß -> A", xi - (x, x)(/ = (-, ¿>): C V 5" -* Aß). Then xa' E xjb'i C

$'x and x,a + x»ô«(- l)"y E x„,$6 + x„,(- l)"y c $x + (- l/Yx.

So $'x and $x + (- l)"yx have a common element, so are equal. Axiom 3

shows that if (- IVY works for $" and $'" then (- l)"+ly will work for $fl+1
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and í»"1+1. This proves (b) and the same argument proves (c).

We consider two examples.

Example 1. Let C = QP2, c: S4 = QPX c QP2, so c E ir4{QP2). Recall

that QP2 = S4 Uy es, y = y4: S1 -» S4 the Hopf map, so cy = 0 in 777(gF2).

Define am £ G3{C) by am = {ai) and a¿: 77,(Z)-»77y+3(Z), Z £ Topc,

/ > 4, a¿(z) = «izy + (- iy'[c, z]. Here y = y,- = 2/-3y4 and c = z#c £

774(Z). We claim that there is a relation

am+iam = 0   in G(C).

Proof. Let z £ tt,(Z),/ > 4. Then

«m+I<V = «IWc&z = m{im + l)zy2 + (-F/'+3[c\zy]}

+ i-l)J{{m + l)[c,z]y + i-l)J+3[d[c,z]]}=®   .

Note that 2y2 = 0 eliminating the first term. Also [c, zy] = [c, zyj\ =

[c, z]yJ+3 since y a suspension (e.g. by 2.3) so ® = (- Tf[c, z]y — [c[c, z]].

By above cy4 - 0 so by 2.3, 0 = [z, cy4] = (- l)v[cy4, z] = (- iy+1[c, z]y +

[c[c, z]] proving the claim.

Thus for any integer m we have a stable secondary operation $m, $£,:

77fl(Z) -> 77n+7(Z), Z E Topc, « > 9, with Dom $ = Ker am and Ind $ =

Imam+1.

Example 2. Take C = CP2. Let c: S2 = CPX c CP2 so c E ir2{CP2) and

CTj = 0 in 773(CF2) where tj = r/2: S3 -> S2 is the Hopf map.

Define a, ß £ G,(C) by a, ß: VjiZ)^ 77,+1(Z), a'(z) = (- iy'[c, z], ß^z)

= ZT) + {— iy[c, z]. Here n = tj,- = 2/_1tj2 and c = z*c,(Z, ¿) £ Topc. As

above one can prove ßa = 0 and aß = 0 in GiC).

This gives stable operations í», ¥: 77„(Z)-»77n+3(Z), n > 5, Z £ Topc,

Dom $ = Ker ß, Ind $ = Ima, Dom ^ = Ker a, and Ind ¥ = Im /?.

6. Some computations. Here we state two special cases of a general theorem

on [A', Y]4 and deduce some consequences. The general result gives a

filtration of [X, Y]4 in terms of homotopy groups and twisted operations. The

statement is dual to that of [9, p. 211] however the proof is not dual. The

method of transfer of category in [9] fails. The homotopy results needed for

the transfer are due to the first author [7], [8]. The general result will be

discussed in a separate paper.

Let QP" be quaterionic projective space, suppose/: QP"~2->Z is given

with a fixed extension/: QP" -» Z

U ^"^*z G = [QP",Z]Qp"~2J

opn-2^^* c: s* = &1 c &- ~*=U
ur ^ f
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6.1 Theorem. There is an exact sequence of abelian groups

0 -* coker(a4"-3) -» G -* Ker(a4"-4) -> 0

where

of: ttj(Z) ->^.+3(Z),  ¿(z) = (n- l)zy + (- l)J[c, z\

This is a 2-stage theorem. Theorems of this sort are proved by Nomura

[10]. The version [11] does not contain the results-but the methods are dual.

Our methods are different from Nomura's and have the advantage of readily

extending to &-stage results.

Let us call a space Z a Wk-space if [z, z'] = 0 for all z E TTj(Z),j < k.

6.2 Corollary. Let Z be a W4-space. Then the order of G is the same for

any f which extends to QPn.

In the above corollary and also for any Z,/with/„,c = 0 the operations are

untwisted. This is not our main concern but we state one specific result for

that case.

6.3 Corollary. Z = S4""3,/ = ♦. Then G = Zu(n), u(ri) = gcd(n - 1,24),

n > 2.

Proof. This is immediate from 6.1.

Most of 6.3 is actually due to R. West [14, Theorem 14.1]. The reason is

that G = [QP", S4"'3] = ir4"-\QPn) in this case. However 6.3 does settle

ambiguities in West's calculation (n = 1, 3 (mod 6)). It disagrees with his

results in the cases n = 7, 19 (mod 24). His results for other dimensional

spheres follow from 6.1 also.

6.4 Corollary. Z = QP", f = inclusion, f = identity. There is an exact

sequence of abelian groups

0 -» coker ß4""4 -» G -* Ker ß4""5 -> 0

where ß>: 7r,(S3)-»ir,+3(S3), &(v) = (n - l)oy + (-l)><t3, v), where < , >

denotes the Samelsonproduct in S3.

Proof. This follows from 6.1 and the results in [2] on Whitehead products

in gF".

Let CP" denote complex projective space and suppose/: CP2 -> Z is given

with a fixed extension/: CP5-*Z.

G = [CPs,Z]Cp2J

c:S2 =CPX CCP2,   c=fa.
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6.5 Theorem.

G - Lo d L, d L2 d L3 = 0,       L0/Lx = Ker $ c tt6(z)>

Lx/L2 = Ker a/Im /î   isubquotient o/778(Z)),       L2/L3 = 77,0(Z)/Im $.

Here a, ß, $ are stable CF 2-operations see §5, Example 2, for Z E Topc,

C = CP2.

af'.VjW-oVj^iZ),      a^(Z) = (-iy[c,z],

ß>:«jiZ)^wJ+xiZ),      friz) = zî, + i-l)J[ë,z],

&:ir/(Z)-*irH.3(Z),      Dom $ = Ker/?,      Ind $ = Im a.

Let S7'*3 -V* #(/?) <- 5y represent $ (see Proof of 5.2, u¡ is â7'). We will

need two properties of <3> which come from the Proof of 6.5.

(1) Consider the pushout diagram

S9    4       K{ß)        4    Kikß)

T T

cp2\/s6   4     s6

Then £« = i^v in 779(56 Un e8) where v is the generator of the 2-component

of 779(56). (2) Set W = K{u) = CP2 VS6U«8U e10. Then in H*{W; Z) we

have yw6 = w8, y2^ = wi0 where y, y2 come from H*iCP2; Z) and ws, w10

are generators from the attached cells.

6.6 Corollary. Suppose f = gq where q: CP2 -* S4 is the natural quotient

map. Then G = Lq d Lx d L2 D L3 = 0 where L0/Lx = Ker tj* n Ker <f> c

776(Z), Lx/L2 = 778(Z)/Im tj*, L2/L3 = 77I0(Z)/<KKer t,*). Here tj„ E

77„+,(5n) is the nonzero element and ft: 77r(Z)-*77/+1(Z) is the primary

S4-operation defined by <J>(¿) = v*z + (— iy [g, z] where v is the generator of

the 2-component ofTrj+3iSj).

Proof. Under the hypotheses we get a = 0, ß = tj* which gives the result

for Lx/L2. The other statements follow from the following claim: & =

f^lKer ßJ. It will suffice by stability to prove the claim for $6. Consider

S9    i       K{ß) -» F     sat      S4\/(S6öve*)

T T

S7    -»    CP2\/S6    9-X'    S4\/S6

Under the hypotheses of the corollary we may replace i> by the S4 operation

defined by S9-* P*- S6. Note that $ and <b\Ker ß have the same domain

and zero indeterminacy. Letp4: S4 c F,p6: S6 c P. It suffices to prove that

4»(P6) - "W - IPvPÛ- Here 4>(p6) = v £ tt9(S4 V (S6 U, e9)) = 779(S4)
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© tt9(S6 U„ e8) © zl>4,/>6]> so o = 0 © «2 © A[p4,p6]. By the first property

of $ we see that v2 = pbv. The second property shows that in T = P u exo

we have /4/6 = tx0 and this proves that X = — 1. This proves the claim and the

corollary.

6.7 Corollary. Iff.c = 0 and Z is a W4-space then G = L0 d Lx d L2 d

Lj = 0 and L0/Lx = Ker tj* n Ker v*, Lx/L2 = irsZ/lm z*, L2/L3 =

^io(Z)/v*(}ier t/„).

Note that in the first example f.c = 0 sufficed to make all operations

untwisted but here more is required.

Now take Z = QP2 and /= gq, g: S* = QP1 -> QP2. It is not hard to

show that if g = ks,k = k id: QPX -» gF1, í: QPx c ßF2 and 24|/c(A: - 1)

then/will extend to CP5.

6.8 Corollary./ = skq as above. Then

[rps nP2-\CPIj_ ¡0     k = 1,2 mod 3,
Lcr,(¿rj        -|Z3    ^ = 3mod3

Proof. Use 6.6. / < 10, so we have tt¡-X(S3) ->2 tt((S4) 4 7r,(f2F2) where

i»2: tt¡-X(S3) s <tt¡(QP2). Here a = 0, ß = r¡*. Both of these commute with

5*2 so can be computed using Toda's results [13]. The conclusion is L0/Lx =

0 = Lx/L2. <f> is not difficult to compute using Hilton [5], giving L2/L3 = 0,

k=l,2, L2/L3 = Z3,k = 0.
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